Two Sides Are Heard

Hollweg Denies Germany Desires War with U.S.

McKenna Certain War Is to Run a Year More Than

BRAND THEM AS AN INSPIRED BURON

Character of Empires Told Bochum

That Reports of German Activities to Secure American or Mexican Territories Are Bogus

Hollweg, an American lawyer and author, has been accused of being a supporter of the war with Germany. However, McKenna, a former US Secretary of State, believes that the war will last more than a year. The current situation is described as a war of attrition. The text also mentions the importance of understanding the character of empires in the context of international relations.

Colonel Dodd Is Riding His Blue Ribbon Winner in Villa's Pursuit

War Bulletins

Defenders of Roosevelt's policies have praised his leadership. However, the text also mentions the negative impact of the war on the economy. The bulletins include updates on the war efforts.
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